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5.5 evaluates options for solving commercial and legal problems and issues
5.6 monitors and modifies the implementation of plans designed to solve commercial and legal
problems and issues
5.7 researches and assesses commercial and legal information using a variety of sources

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
Your goal in this task is to prepare a presentation to an overseas destination of your choice. However it must be based on the
following scenario. The itinerary should be designed for a young adventurous backpacking couple in their mid 20’s who have
a total of $7,000 between them for the entire cost of the trip (e.g., flights, accommodation, activities, food etc.). The trip has to be
outside of Australia (overseas) - NO CRUISES or PACKAGED TOURS.
Task: You are to deliver a PowerPoint, Prezi or multi-media presentation of more than 3 minutes but less than 6
minutes, that outlines the 2-week proposed travel itinerary. It is to be designed for two people in their early 20s who are
independent travellers, who want to see a variety of places and experience interesting activities. You are also to design
their budget, as they are inexperienced backpackers. Your presentation should be interesting, creative, accurate, and
realistic and entice people to want to travel to the country you have chosen.
Your presentation should include information on the following areas.
Part A.
 Name of the country and a two-week itinerary (minimum of 5 different destinations within the country) with activities
planned, advice and suggestions on what to see and visit. Consider season, operating hours, distance between sites.
 Accommodation must be included i.e. Hotels, motels, backpackers, camping options etc.
 Recommended transportation to travel to various destinations. Consider rail, ferry, train, flights, car hire, bicycles etc.
Part B
 Flight Costs (including taxes), travel insurance, passport application process and costs, any Visa and/or Medical
requirements. A two week budget, allocating money for each day (accommodation, travel costs, food and activites).
Part C
 Additional information/tips that will be useful e.g. Best time to travel, local customs laws, common phrases and survival
tips. (Be creative and original).

METHOD OF SUBMISSION

Late submissions lose 25% the first day, 50% the second day and on the third day no grade is
given.
Work that is plagiarised will not receive a grade and will need to be resubmitted.
Sources that have been used in your assignment need to be acknowledged in a reference list.
Computer / printer malfunctions are not considered a valid excuse for submitting an
assessment late.
Extensions must be requested from the TLC well before the due date

If you have any enquires/concerns regarding assessment tasks please contact the relevant Teaching and Learning Coordinator

MARKING RUBRIC
PART A
CRITERIA
An outstanding and creative travel itinerary including accommodation and transport arrangements, extensive
research well planned and articulate.
An excellent, creative travel itinerary including accommodation and transport arrangements. Well researched,
planned and written.
A satisfactory travel itinerary, lacking creativity. Accommodation and transport arrangements included. Evidence
of research and planning.
A basic travel itinerary. Accommodation and transport arrangements vague, some evidence of research and
planning. Lacks clarity and structure.
A limited travel itinerary. Accommodation and transport arrangements not addressed. Minimal research and
planning, lacks clarity, structure and effort.

GRADE
A
B
C
D
E

PART B
CRITERIA
A comprehensive coverage of flight costs, passport process and costs. Visa and medical requirements. Budget
logical, realistic and well thought out. Extensive research well planned and articulate.
A thorough coverage of flight costs, passport process and costs. Visa and medical requirements. Budget realistic
and well thought out. Well researched, planned and written.
A satisfactory coverage of flight costs, passport process and costs. Visa and medical requirements. Budget
realistic. Evidence of research and planning.
A basic coverage of flight costs, passport process and costs. Visa and medical requirements. Budget unrealistic.
Little evidence of research and planning.
A limited coverage of flight costs, passport process and costs. Visa and medical requirements not included.
Budget unrealistic. Lacks clarity, structure and effort.

GRADE
A
B
C
D
E

PART C
CRITERIA
A comprehensive coverage of useful travel tips and advice to assist the inexperienced traveller. Creative and
original.
A thorough coverage of useful travel tips and advice to assist the inexperienced traveller. Thoughtful information.
A satisfactory coverage of useful travel tips and advice to assist the inexperienced traveller.
A basic coverage of useful travel tips and advice to assist the inexperienced traveller.
A limited coverage of useful travel tips and advice to assist the inexperienced traveller.
COMMENTS
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A
B
C
D
E
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